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CMR would need an addition dealing with global crisis 
 
 
First of all, thanks a lot to ESCAP, and more in particular to my friend and colleague Mr Fedor 
Kormilitsyn for your kind invitation to join you, and address you a few words, in this very interesting 
meeting. 
 
In my humble opinion the current international legal instruments are not enough to be applied to 
situations of worldwide pandemics like COVID-19 we are currently suffering, neither to regional 
crisis. I am glad to agree in this respect with other precedent speakers. 
 
I will refer in particular to the CMR, which as a lawyer is my speciality (my most recent book, 
published 2020, with an extensive résumé in English). 
 
The CMR Convention 1956 (counting 56 member countries of three continents -including some 
Asian countries) governs contracts for the international transport of goods by road. This means it 
deals with the commercial relations between parties to that contract, and so, the reciprocal 
obligations and liability. Nothing else. Of course a useful regulation, yet a quite limited framework! 
 
CMR refers to unavoidable events exonerating the carrier of his contractual liability (art. 17.2). But 
it does not use the expression force majeure. Its precise wording is:  
 

“circumstances which the carrier could not avoid and the consequences of which he was 
unable to prevent”. 

 
In practice, this is mainly referred to localized events which damage just companies linked by a 
contract of carriage and nobody else, such as theft of goods, fire on the vehicle or malfunction of its 
brakes, damages due to traffic accidents, etc., not to pandemics or other tragedies affecting the 
whole society in several countries or even in the whole world (such as wars or major social conflicts, 
climate or environmental crisis, famines, radioactivity due to nuclear accidents, etc.) with thousands 
or even millions of wounded or dead.  
 
Even with the improvement made by the Protocol of 2008 -granting legal validity to the electronic 
consignment note- the current wording of CMR seems not sufficient to face those extraordinary 
disasters. It’s a question of approach. 
 
For example: 
 

* Suppose that the carrier who had to move perfumes, tobacco or liquors is obliged to 
transport medicines or basic food or drinking water for victims of a continental earthquake 
or a storm or a tsunami, as the one suffered in Thailand (2004). 
 



* Suppose he must allow his vehicles to be driven by policemen or soldiers to a different 
destination that the one agreed with his client, perhaps in those fitted with temperature 
control devices for mass vaccination.  
 
* Suppose the use of some highways or roads is prohibited so as to make way for emergency 
services.  

 
Dozens of more examples could be mentioned, which one more regrettable. 
 
This is not science-fiction. This may happen and unfortunately in fact it happens. It is happening 
now. We are being witnesses of it. 
 
But is not foreseen in the CMR. 
 
Therefore, my proposal would be to add a sentence to the CMR Convention. A new provision. 
 
Obviously this new provision should be established within the legal framework of transport 
contracts, which is the scope of the CMR and addressed to the parties on the contract only, being 
binding for them. 
 
More or less with this wording: 
 

“In case of world or regional crisis or disasters declared as such by the UN, or in case of state 
of alarm declared by national governments as a result of those extraordinary situations, all 
parties within contracts of transport will be relieved from their commercial obligations and 
liabilities to each other, and obliged to fulfil regulations and instructions from public 
authorities related to those events”. 

 
This new provision could be added perhaps to art. 17, referred to liability. Or inserted in another 
article.  Maybe at the end of private law provisions, in art. 41. The adding “Any clause in the contrary 
would be considered null and void”. 
 
This modification should be proposed by the UN, as the international body which drafted the CMR 
and approved its text in 1956, as well as the two Protocols of modification: 1978 and 2008. Many 
thanks for your attention. 
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